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Student Volunteer Meets

Saturday's Conference in Houston Hall

Largest Ever Held— Many Schools and Colleges Represented.

Nearly two hundred young men and women from the high school, college, and school in Pennsylvania, New York and Delaware, consisting of Saturday afternoon in the Houston Hall under the direction and missionary Conference of the

Many states and cities.

was the largest of its kind ever held in the country, and was conducted under the auspices of the Student Volunteer Board of the University of Pennsylvania and the Woman's Medical College. Its object was to discuss the work which is now being done and to plan for the carrying on of new work.

Following a brief devotional service, Dr. H. J. Crackow, of the Woman's Medical College, delivered an address of welcome.

The Rev. Dr. C. W. Brown, of the University of Pennsylvania, President of the East

Dr. G. G. McCardy, the eminent missionary authority, delivered a lecture Tuesday afternoon at 4 o'clock in the auditorium of the college. The lecture was on the subject of his address, "Prehistoric Man in Europe.

Dr. McCardy has traveled extensively in Europe and his travels are most interesting to all men, and by his discoveries has arrived at conclusions that are of a startling nature.

"I have come to say that the race of man is at least seven or ten thousand years old. Relics and implements complete traces and valley bottoms have been uncovered in layers. Between these layers there is a great deal of dirt. In one case in Bayane, in France, they have eight thousand layers. We may safely say that two thousand years passed between each layer. Thus we have a very great number of years in the earth. And there is a true, an animal with prehistoric man of the Stone Age."

During the course of his lecture Dr. McCardy showed some remarkable photographs on the screen that depicted the caves and shelters where relics and carvings and carvings on the walls of these caves were found, and then he explained:

"That man has evolved is without question. The prehistoric man of the Stone Age is the same today as he was a thousand years ago. We may safely say that two thousand years passed between each layer. Thus we have a very great number of years in the earth. And there is a true, an animal with prehistoric man of the Stone Age."

From these early times he traced the gradual evolution of the race and the steps that led to its present highly civilized state.

DEBATE TRIALS TOWN.

Question of Conservation Up for Discussion.

The preliminary trials for the "Var-

The following members of the Mutual Club of the Student Volunteer Board of the University of Pennsylvania under the direction of Dr. C. W. Brown have been chosen to represent the university in these debates:
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NOTICES.

THE A. A. ELECTION.

Below we print a communication from Mr. Gilpin, Treasurer of the A. A. The Pennsylvania does not enforce the sentiments expressed therein; neither does it take the opposite stand. It believes that in printing Mr. Gilpin's letter it is opening the way for a free discussion of a situation of which little or nothing is known by the majority of undergraduates, although that situation concerns them vitally.

To the Members of the Athletic Association:

About the time this communication is published you will be called upon to elect from four candidates five associate members of the Board of Directors of the Athletic Association. I am not a member of the Board, nor am I a candidate for election to that position, and my term of office as Treasurer expires with the outgoing Board, but in the performance of the duties of my office I have learned certain facts that may prove useful to you in casting your ballot.

There are four graduate members of the Board, whose terms expire this fall, of whom I am candidate for re-election. I have found that these men are closely and constantly in touch with athletics at Pennsylvania; that they are the embodiment of that careful and conservative policy of progressive advancement that built the Gymnasium and established undergraduate athletics upon a sound and business basis; that they are actively in sympathy with undergraduate sentiment, and that they always regard the greatest interest of the University. They are broad-minded, broad-gauge men of much experience in the handling of problems that confront the management of the Association; that they are the type that give time and trouble without stint, but on the other hand is not willing to make any effort to secure a reelection. Their experience and judgment is invaluable in the administration of the affairs of the Association.

Therefore, I earnestly urge the members to avail themselves again of the services of these men. The football season of 1910 has been far from successful in its financial aspects; there is special need of the counsel of those who have experienced similar situations in other years.

J. C. GILPIN.

NOTICES.

Undergraduate Committee meeting this evening at 130, in Hoosier room.

The class in Old Testament Study will meet at 1:15, in Room 11, Houston Hall.

The Harrison Reception Committee, consisting of Williams, Kissmeyer, Alexander and Reath, will meet in Room 285, College Hall, to-day at 1 o'clock. H. B. Chase, Chairman.
With both the 'Varsity and Freshmen football schedules successfully completed, the coach and second-year men are now turning their attention toward the annual clash of the lower classes on the gridiron, which will undoubtedly be held on Franklin Field next Saturday. The game will arouse more than usual interest this year owing to the deadlock which the fierce competition for the Farmhouse Trophy has brought about. Since a victory will place the winning class in the lead, a slip-shod struggle may be expected. At first glance, however, and judging from the equipment already made by the Freshman football team this year, one might be lead to believe that the game will prove a one-sided affair, but the possibility of the result will quite deeply into the Freshman squad, for twelve men will not be allowed to play owing to the fact that they belong to the various professional schools. On the other hand, the ruling which took effect last year, permitting 'Varsity men to compete, will bolster up the Sophomore's ranks until there appears very little around for favoring either side. In this game the Freshmen will have the advantage of team play, while the 'Varsity men on hindsight should prove very annoying to the fact that they played a longer schedule than the other.

Of the Freshmen who played against Cornwall a few weeks ago, several will be found lacking, for the whole team blows to start hostilities. Captain Barlow, however, will be on the line with Minds playing quarterback, and these, despite the absence of Burry and King, should prove very annony-
ing to the Sophomores. Marshall and Craw-
dford, whose dropping was a feat of the Freshmen season, will play, but their presence will be offset by the absence of Junior at center. Housatonic and Mattson at end. However, the squad as a whole contains many above average ability, and, although the Freshman team that faces the Sophomores will be weaker than the one that beat Cornell, they will still have an aggregation that will make a good showing.

The Sophomores, on the other hand, will be pushed to assemble a team, as they have had no opportunity to play together this fall. There will be several "P" men in their line-up, and the rest of the team will be drawn largely from the 'Varsity squad. In the backfield will be found Harrison and Corrill, both of the 'Varsity squad, and a third who will probably be Simpson, who played a star game with the Freshmen last year, but was ineligible for the 'Varsity this year owing to faculty sentiment. Romance and Jeopard, both 'Varsity stars, will hold down the end positions, while Miller will probably act as pivot. Harman and Westholm will play guards, while Dillen and Cramer, both "F" men, will play tackles. This aggregation, with capable substitutes, should put up a strong fight and prove plenty of competition.

BIMONTHLY MEET TONIGHT.
Coach Kiefer Still on Lookout for Future 'Varsity and Freshman Stars.

Over a hundred men have entered the second bimonthly meeting to be held in the gymnasium tonight at 8 o'clock. From this good showing Coach Kiefer hopes to un-
earth several new stars to strengthen both the 'Varsity and Freshman squads. There is still a lack of material for the places in all the events, despite the many urgent appeals made for more men. After the Freshmen appearance, appears to be the best plunger at present, and Coach Kiefer major aspects to de-
velop him into a good 'Varsity material. Gray and Jamison, all Fresh-
men, have shown a good form in the short distances and are expected to place high. As meets for the Freshmen have been arranged for all the local school teams, Coach Kiefer wants more men to come out for practice. The first meet will probably be held some Sat-
urday afternoon before Christmas.

Soccer practice today at 3 o'clock. All candidates are urged to report.

FRESH-SOPH FOOTBALL GAME
Annual Clash Between Lower Classes
Scheduled for Saturday—Teams
Will Be Evenly Balanced.

Make your rooms more cheerful and homely by the addition of a beautiful flower shop to the College.

No. 32 So. 33rd St., Phila.

MODERN Plumbing
Anini ii i good atunl would »• to send
Phone, Prento BTfl The nearest

Streets,
Walnut and Fortieth

Weat Philadelphia.

Luxurious
FUR-LINED
OVERCOATS
Our collection includes rich linings in Mink, Mar-
et, Muskrat—Natural, Blended and Black—Pony-

skin and Racoon. The shells are perfectly modeled

in all the world, giving much pleas-

ure and satisfaction every-

 ws jones custom tailoring only

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.

FATIMA TURKISH BLEND CIGARETTES

Only

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.

Fig Leaves from Adam's Diary Slab No. 54

Not a fellow in the "dorms" the other day who thought he had played a very clever trick on the Jones Young Man's De-
partment by not telling him that he was a Univer-
sity student till after he had made his selection of a winter suit, and then
claimed his 10 per cent, from the regular price, plainly marked on the tag, I told Mr. Jones about this and it is what he had to say:

"It makes no difference to us what means a man adopts to test the bonafides of our Ten per cent. Reduction to University students.

"No matter what method be follows he will come to the conclusion in the end that this is an actual reduction, not a theoretical indication that the method always in vogue here of plainly indicating the price per suit on a tag attached to each bolt of cloth would absolutely insure the fair execution of any such offer.

"We are making this reduction for the first 15 days in December from the regular prices—plainly marked on each tag—in order that University stu-
dents may have an chance to compare Jones Custom Tailoring, which is guaranteed satisfactory in every detail with the most moderate price tailoring they have ever bought.

"When they see our advantages in style, in fit, in finishing, they will be so thoroughly convinced that they will become walking and talking advertising-agents for us. That's why it pays us to make the 10% reduc-
tion to young men at Penn who are aggressive enough to snap it up."
NORTH CAROLINA CAME BACK
Repeated Performances of Last Year and Gave Philo Short End of De-

cision in Their Annual Debate.

The debating team of the University of North Carolina won the de-

cision over the representative of the Philomathian Society in their annual
debate held Saturday evening at Price Hall.

This contest with the Southerners was an annual affair, and has always
been one of Philo's hardest contests. Last year the team journeyed to

d Chapel Hill, where North Carolina gained the better end of a close de-

cision. This year Philo had hopes of regaining lost laurels, but the best that

it could do was to put up a good fight against the Northerners without for-
case and conclusive arguments.

The arguments both for and against the "Establishment of a Central

Bank" were many, and were delivered by the members of both teams in a
telling and convincing manner.

The judges, Professor J. P. Lichten-

berger, Honorable C. Page and Honorable

David Wallach both voted, how-

ever, to give the decision to the North

צarolinas, both on their excellence

\(^{1}\)

between the two teams. They said that the

after the debate Philo gave a banquet

in honor of the victorious pair at the

Continental Hotel. Toastmaster

Truckner was at his best, while

Leather, Rickett, Dow and

Hughes all responded with witty and

appropriate toasts.

Gym Team Notice.
The following men were enrolled daily for practice: Kelley, Brott, Ehr,

Stevens, Leslie, Hultin, R. C. Hill,

Sylvester, S. R. Smith, Shriver,

Bourne, W. H. Graham, P. Harris, Hunt, Wheeler, H. H. Reed.

There will be a second cut in a few days, F. E. Perkins, Man-

ager.

The Silver Loving Cup
For Presentation to
PROFESSOR BARRISON
by the students of the University, was de-
gined and made by

BAILEY, BANKS & BIDDLE Co.

Chester Street

"Get-Acquainted" Sale
We want to know you, and we

want to be known by you. When

you know us you'll be sure to

patronize us and you'll advise your

friends to patronize us. Because—

Your first acquaintance with us

will prove that we are selling the

best Waterproof Overcoats, Craw-

vans and English Slippers for

snow that are in the market.

Every Waterproof Overcoat, Craw-

amc and English Slippers that fall

for $25, $20, $17.50, $15, $12.50

Now $10 Now
The LODEN RAIN COAT \c- \c
OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 9 O'CLOCK.
Mint Arcade Entrance
1352 S. Penn Square